Abstract. We prove the local extensibility across a A:-convex hypersurface of solutions of a system of linear differential equations with constant coefficients which satisfies some algebraic conditions determined by k. A global extensibility is also proved in the case of completely A:-convex set.
The purpose of this note is to prove under some algebraic conditions on a system L of linear differential equations with constant coefficients the (local) extensibility of hyperfunction solutions of system L across a hypersurface which enjoys some "convexity" property, whose precise meaning will be given in Definition 4. Our results make a contrast to the original Hartogs-type theorems of Ehrenpreis on removable singularities of solutions of linear differential equations with constant coefficients in the sense that our extension is achieved out of a "convex" open set, not into it. In fact, what we need is the underdetermined character of system L involved, not the overdetermined character, which the original result of Ehrenpreis requires. One important point in our arguments is that the flabbiness of the sheaf of hyperf unctions (Sato [8] ) enables us to extend solutions even locally in spite of the fact that such an extension is not unique. See Ehrenpreis [1] , Palamodov [7] , Malgrange [6] , Komatsu [5] and references cited there for Hartogs-type extension theorems and related results for linear differential equations with constant coefficients. See Kawai [3] for the case of linear differential equations with variable coefficients.
The main tool in our proof is the vanishing theorem for cohomology groups on a completely (n -/c)-convex set which have as their coefficients the hyperfunction solution sheaf of a system of linear differential equations with constant coefficients (Kawai [2] ). In formulating the algebraic conditions on L we also use modules E-(L) (i = 0, 1, 2, ... ) introduced and fully investigated by Palamodov [7, Part II, Chapter VIII, §13].
The author would like to express his heartiest thanks to Professor Eric Bedford of Courant Institute, New York University, for calling the author's attention to the possible connection between k-convexity and the extendibility of solutions of a general system of linear differential equations with constant coefficients. The author also wishes to thank Professor Louis Nirenberg of Courant Institute for his kind invitation to the Institute, which made it possible for the author to discuss this problem with Professor Bedford.
In this note we mainly use the same notations as in Palamodov [7] and Komatsu [5] . One important difference from Palamodov [7] is that we denote, after Komatsu [5] , by A the ring C[£,, . . . , £J of polynomials in n indeterminates £,, . . . , £" with coefficients in C, though Palamodov [7] uses <$ instead of A. This is because we often use 'tP to denote the sheaf of pseudo-differential operators.
We first list some definitions needed to state our theorems. 
We use these modules to express our theorems in an intrinsic manner. Note further that Palamodov [7] has also given a nice geometrical sufficient condition for the vanishing of these modules. See Corollary 4 in Part II, Chapter VII, §13, 5° of Palamodov [7] . Remark 2. If ti is k-convex, then ti is locally /c-convex at any x° Gdti. In order to see this, we first choose an open set (/={.«£ R"; |.v, -Xj\ < e, / = 1, . . . , n) (e > 0) and associated norm function
By making use of a norm function h(x) associated with fi, we define (6) h(x) = h(x) + hv(x).
It is readily seen that h(x) serves a norm function associated with U n fi for sufficiently small e so that U n fi becomes Ar-convex, since Hess hv(x) is positive definite there. Note that U n fi can be chosen to be completely A;-convex. Note also that it is always the case, that is, if fi is locally Ac-convex at x° E 9 fi, then we can find an open neighborhood V of x° so that V n fi is completely Ac-convex.
Remark 3. Let (p(x) be a real-valued C2-function defined on an open set V c R". Let fi be an open set defined by {x E V; <p(x) < 0}. If Hess rp has at least k positive eigenvalues at x° E 9 fi, then fi is locally Ac-convex at x°. In fact, choosing coordinate system (x', x") GR*X R"~* suitably, we may assume that Hess^. <p(x) is positive definite on a sufficiently small neighborhood V of x°. Therefore
is positive definite on V n fi, since
holds for any real vector £ = (£,, . . . , £k). Then, choosing U and hv(x) as in the previous remark, we clearly see that -l/rp(x) + hv(x) serves as a norm function of a completely Ar-convex set t/ n fi. This proves that fi is locally /t-convex at x°. Now we state our theorems.
Theorem 1.
Let an open set fi c R" be locally (n -k)-convex at x° E 9fi. Let L be a system of linear differential equations with constant coefficients defined on R" which satisfies the condition (7) Et(L) = 0, i = 0,...,k.
Then, for any hyperfunction solution u(x) of system L defined on V n Q for an open neighborhood V of x° in R", we can find an open neighborhood U of x° in R" and a hyperfunction solution u(x) of system L defined on U u (V n fi) so that it coincides with u(x) on V n fi.
Proof. Theorem 3 in Part II, Chapter VIII, §13 of Palamodov [7] says that we can find an exact sequence of the following form (8) under condition (7):
Here q. (j = 0, . .., k -1) denotes a matrix of polynomials of size s,_t X s,.
If we define A -module M by As"/ q$A *', then the exact sequence (8) clearly implies that there exists the following isomorphism (9) for any /I-module <I>:
Ext'(L, <D) = Extk + ]+i(M, <J>) for any i > 1.
On the other hand, the local (n -/c)-convexity of ti at x° implies the existence of a convex open neighborhood U of x° in R" so that U c V and that U n ti becomes a completely (n -k)-convex set. (See Remark 2.) Therefore we can apply Theorem 1 of Kawai [2] to assert that (10) Exf(M, <S(l7 n ti)) = 0 forj > k + \.
Here we have used the same notation as in Palamodov [7] . The announcement of Kawai [2] uses Ext4(t7 n ti; M, <$>) instead of ExtJ(M, "3d (U n ti)).
The symbol S((/nB) denotes the space of hyperfunctions defined on U n ti. The corresponding vanishing theorem for cohomology groups on completely (n -k)-convex set is not known without the assumption of hypoellipticity of M if we replace % (U n ti) by 6D'(t/ D ti), the space of distributions on U n ti (cf. Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 in Part II, Chapter VII, §11 of Palamodov [7] ), while M is not hypoelliptic in general in our case. Here appears one of the advantages in discussing the extension of hyperfunction solutions, not that of distribution solutions.
In passing, let us consider the following long exact sequence (11), whose existence is an immediate consequence of the flabbiness of sheaf S of hyperfunctions as is shown below. (See Sato [8] and the exposition [5] of Komatsu for the flabbiness of sheaf % .) Here again appears the evidence of the advantages in discussing the extension of hyperfunction solutions.
Here ^u-tunwiU) denotes the space of hyperfunctions defined on U with support in (/-((/ n 8), the complementary set of U n ti in U, which is closed in U. In fact, the flabbiness of sheaf 9z of hyperfunctions implies the existence of the following short exact sequence:
Then the long exact sequence (11) is immediately obtained by applying the functor Hom(M, •) to the short exact sequence (11). Since U is convex by the assumption, we have (13) Exlj(M, $(£/)) = 0 fory > 1 (Theorem 3 of Komatsu [4] ).
Therefore (10) combined with (11) and (13) implies (14) Ext^M, 9>V-Wna£U)) = 0 forj > k + 2.
Note that k > 0 by the assumption. Therefore, applying (9) by choosing ®v-(i/n8)(^) as "^ we conclude that
On the other hand, applying the functor Hom(L, •) to (12), we find the long exact sequence:
is exact.
This is equivalent to saying that for any hyperfunction solution u(x) of system L defined on U n fi we can find a hyperfunction solution u(x) of L defined on U. This ends the proof of Theorem 1. By making use of the notion of complete Ac-convexity, it is easy to globalize Theorem 1 as follows:
Let an open set fi c R" be completely (n -k)-convex. Let L be a system of linear differential equations with constant coefficients defined on R" which satisfies condition (7). Then, for any hyperfunction solution u(x) of system L defined on fi, we can find a hyperfunction solution u(x) of system L defined on R" so that it coincides with u(x) on fi.
Proof. Define A -module M as in the proof of Theorem 1 by making use of long exact sequence (8) , whose existence is guaranteed by condition (7) . Then the complete (n -Ac)-convexity of fi implies by Theorem 1 of Kawai [2] that (17) Exf'(A/, <cB(fi)) = 0 for j > k + 1.
We also know (18) Exf(M, <&(R")) = 0 for j > 1, since R" is convex (Theorem 3 of Komatsu [4] ).
On the other hand we can find the following long exact sequence (20) by applying the functor Hom(Af, •) to the short exact sequence (19), whose existence immediately follows from the flabbiness of sheaf "3a of hyperfunctions.
(19) 0^®Rn_n(R")^<S(R")->®(fi)^0.
Here <33R»_rj(Rn) denotes the space of hyperfunctions on R" supported by R" -fi, the complementary set of fi.
... There, applying (9) by choosing ®Rn_n(R") as <£, we conclude that 
